Stocks Post Worst Week Since February
Weekly Update – April 11, 2016
Stocks tumbled last week on downward revisions to U.S. economic growth and worries about global
growth.i For the week, the S&P 500 fell 1.21%, the Dow lost 1.21%, and the NASDAQ gave up
1.30%.ii
After a rosier-than-expected fourth quarter, economic forecasts suggest that the economy barely
grew in the first three months of 2016. A report showing that wholesale inventories declined in
February caused estimates of Q1 real economic growth to plummet from 0.7% to just 0.1%. In midMarch, the estimate was as high as 2.3%, but forecasts are dropping fast.iii
A couple of things to keep in mind: 1) these are very early estimates that are missing a lot of data; 2)
early forecasts are very sensitive to updates to the data. Other economists think that the seasonal
bias against first-quarter results could be pushing down estimates and that underlying economic
growth could be closer to 2.0%. We’ll know more when the first estimate of Q1 Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) growth comes out on April 25.iv
Last week, attention turned to the upcoming Fed meeting at the end of April. Minutes from the March
meeting show that opinions among voting members of the Open Market Committee are running
against an April rate hike.v Other economists seem to agree; currently, just 1.0% think the Fed will
raise rates in April. 75.0% think a June hike is likely. vi
In a public session with three other former Federal Reserve chairs last week, current Chair Janet
Yellen reiterated her upbeat stance on the economy and stated that the Fed is on a “reasonable path”
to future rate hikes. Her predecessor, former chair Ben Bernanke, supported her position by saying
he doesn’t believe that recession risk is much higher in 2016 than in other years, which could pave
the way for more hikes later this year.vii Given that the Fed has little room to lower rates again if
economic growth slows, and plenty of room to raise rates if growth surprises, Yellen seems
determined to be cautious.
The next few weeks are packed with earnings results, which will likely mean more market volatility.
We know that the growth picture is weak and that the earnings outlook is negative. viii However, we
also know that managers like to sandbag expectations so that they can post better-than-expected
results. Will we see positive surprises next week? We’ll let you know.

ECONOMIC CALENDAR:
Tuesday: Import and Export Prices, Treasury Budget
Wednesday: Retail Sales, PPI-FD, Business Inventories, EIA Petroleum Status Report, Beige Book
Thursday: Consumer Price Index, Jobless Claims
Friday: Empire State Mfg. Survey, Industrial Production, Consumer Sentiment, Treasury International
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HEADLINES:
Factory orders fall in February. Orders for manufactured goods fell in February for the third time in
four months, showing that the manufacturing sector is still struggling. ix
Trade deficit widens more than expected. The difference between imports and exports increased
in February as an increase in exports was offset by growth in imports. However, a weakened dollar
could mean that the increase in exports is sustainable.x
Jobless claims fall more than expected. Weekly claims for new unemployment benefits dropped by
9,000, indicating that the labor market continues to gain strength despite modest economic growth.xi
Tesla receives over 325,000 deposits for $35,000 electric car. The Tesla Model 3 launch blew
away expectations as fans placed $1,000 deposits for the automaker’s mass-market electric car. The
success leads analysts to wonder: Can Tesla successfully make the transition from niche
manufacturer to major automaker?xii

“Never apologize for being great at something or wanting to be great at it." – Kia Nurse

Share the Wealth of Knowledge!
Please share this market update with family, friends, or colleagues. If you would like us to add them
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